Security Gates

Security gates are the best solution for ensuring perimeter security while maintaining the
smooth flow of vehicles and people. While the age-old worries of robbery and vandalism
remain major concerns, newer risks such as data theft and threats to infrastructure now pose
significant concerns.
Striking a perfect balance between accessibility and security can be the most troublesome part
of perimeter security. In some situations the ideal solution offers the absolute minimum
disruption and maximum accessibility. Other applications require the most stringent verification
for authorized personnel and the resilience to prevent all forms of forced access.
In all applications, however, reliability and efficiency are critical, with robust and well-designed
products reducing servicing time and protecting your bottom line as well as your perimeter.

Made to fit your needs
Whether you need overnight security through simple and effective manually-operated metal
security gates, or automatic security gates for continuous, intensive operation at high security
locations, Gunnebo's gate security systems can be fully customized to fit your requirements
perfectly.
We offer a complete, end-to-end service from the design to the manufacture, installation and
ongoing servicing of our security gates. We offer our considerable experience at the planning
stage and our high-trained, global network of engineers to support all installed solutions and
ensure that any problems that may occur are fixed with the promptness and efficiency which is
so critically required.
We're highly experienced in the deployment and maintenance of commercial security gates,
industrial security gates and retail security gates. Combining reliability with excellent design and
meeting the highest levels of European quality and safety, our range of TUV-approved gate
designs ensure that you need not compromise on security or accessibility.
Our gates in application
Gunnebo's variety of security gate systems and experience in producing customized solutions
ensures that we have the perfect fit for every environment. Gunnebo's elegant SpeedStile
Gates ensure the smooth flow of high volumes of people, using proven access control
technology compatible with card readers, keypads and biometric systems. Customize these
durable and reliable electric security gates further with your own choice of preferred materials,
colours and lighting effects for a bespoke modern solution.
For high security perimeter protection, the unique design of Gunnebo's tracked steel security
gates affords true bidirectional impact protection up to a tested width of 7m, making it ideal for
critical infrastructure applications.
Types of security gates include:








Airport Security Gates
Full-Height Turnstiles
Half-Height Turnstiles
Quick Folding & Sliding Gates
Shop Turnstiles
Ticket Gates
Tripod Turnstiles

